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BENALLA SAYS TO THE SENATE COMMISSION HE WAS NT THE BODYGUARD OF
PRESIDENTMACRON
AND ADDS HIS WEAPON IS FOR PERSONAL USE

Paris, Washngton DC, 25.09.2018, 02:37 Time

USPA NEWS - During his hearing in front of the Senate, the so famous Alexandre Bengal, Emmanuel Macron's former collaborator
assured that he had applied for a "personal" firearm to ensure his own »security » and not he was not the bodyguard of the President
of the French Republic. This Friday, Mediapart unveils a photo compromising this version. The photograph is dated April 28, 2017,
between the two rounds of the presidential election. During a dinner on the sidelines of a meeting in Poitiers, a waitress makes a selfie
with members of Emmanuel Macron's security, including ... Alexandre Benalla. The latter releases a weapon at the time of the photo ..

Alexandre Benalla, the former "chargé de mission" of the Ã‰lysée indicted for "violence in meetings", appeared before the senators of
the commission of the Laws to answer their questions. During his hearing in front of the Senate, the so famous Alexandre Bengal,
Emmanuel Macron's former collaborator assured that he had applied for a "personal" firearm to ensure his own "security " and not he
was not the bodyguard of the President of the French Republic.------------------------------------------
This Friday, Mediapart unveils a photo compromising this version. The photograph is dated April 28, 2017, between the two rounds of
the presidential election. During a dinner on the sidelines of a meeting in Poitiers, a waitress makes a selfie with members of
Emmanuel Macron's security, including ... Alexandre Benalla. The latter releases a weapon at the time of the photo .. Did Alexandre
Benalla circulate with a weapon without authorization? The nagging question posed in particular within the framework of the
parliamentary commissions of inquiry is raised again, this time by means of a photo published Monday by Mediapart. According to the
investigation of the site of investigation, this selfie where we see the former security officer of the candidate Emmanuel Macron
brandishing a pistol while posing with other members of the police service was taken during the night of April 28, 2017, in Poitiers,
after a meeting between the two-towers in ChÃ¢tellerault. That is six months before he gets from the Prefecture of Police the famous
firearms license which was the subject of many questions during the hearing of Benalla in the Senate. The Senate published upon the
extent of the Mission « Mission of information on the conditions under which persons not belonging to the internal security forces could
or could be associated with the exercise of their missions of policing and protection of high personalities and the sanctions regime
applicable in case of breaches ». Senators, on the other hand, came away from this hearing where Benalla spoke a lot and only
delivered "inconsistencies" and contradictions ", compared to what was said before his passage to the commision and just after, with
his colleague Vincent Crase, the same day.. Further to the Audition of Alexandre Benalla, at the Senate, last week, during more than
1hour and a half, the former security guard of the French President Macron, denies his function of « Bodyguard » and adds "precisely",
"being in charge of the organisation fo events, at the Elysee Palace " rater than being in charge of the security of the President. The
Senators, said they were not convinced by Benalla's audition, and felt, they were disappointed.
they felt that Benalla had bailed them, and the resting ones ready for him to fub with a lot of confidence, of "precision" (The precise
word which was pronounced by Alexandre benalla). According to a poll of ELABE, 74% of the French have not been convinced by the
presttaion of Alexander Benalla before the commision of the Senate, after refusing to surrender, then decided and forced to go at the
last minute. Web users circulated videos and tweets very ironic about the attitude of Benalla and its elements of language, so well
prepared and become redundant and anti-productive. On Twitter, with the hashtag #Benalla, users criticize the blurry, evasive
responses of the auditioned, as he repeated "I'm gonna answer very precisely" more than 30 times during the audience
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACCORDING TO MEDIAPART BENALLA SHOWS A GUN I A PICTURE DURING PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
The very accurate and notorious, site of investigation MEDIAPART published yesterday a photo going back to April 28, 2017, where
Alexandre Benalla, then in charge of the security of the candidate Emmanuel Macron (ring the French Presidential Campaign),
manipulates a weapon at the end of a meeting. At the time, however, he was not allowed to be armed outside the campaign
headquarters....To be continued,,,
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